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Road crashes, occurring at a high annual rate for many years, demand improvements 
in transportation systems to provide a high level of on-road safety. Implanting smart sensors, 
communication capabilities, memory storage and information processing units in vehicles are 
important components of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). ITS should enable the 
communication between vehicles and allow cooperative driving and early warnings of 
sudden breaks and accidents ahead. The prompt availability of the emergency information 
will provide the driver a time to react in order to avoid possible accidents ahead. Hence, 
information delivery delay is an importance quality-of-service (QoS) metric in such 
applications. In this thesis, we focus on modeling the delay for emergency messaging in 
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). VANETs consist of nodes moving with very high 
speeds, resulting in frequent topological changes. As a result, many existing models and 
packet forwarding schemes designed for general purpose mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) 
cannot be directly applied to VANETs.  
In our system model, we consider mobility and traffic density of vehicles. We focus 
on studying the effect of the traffic flow density on the delay of emergency message 
dissemination. Hence, traffic flow theories developed by civil engineers form the base of our 
modeling.  
The common way of emergency message dissemination in VANETs is broadcasting. 
To overcome the broadcasting storm problem and improve scalability of such large networks, 
we adopt a node cluster based broadcasting mechanism.  This research provides a realistic 
 
 iv 
mathematical model for the broadcasting delay, which accounts for the randomness in user 
mobility and matches the highly dynamic nature of VANETs. An investigation on the 
minimum cluster size that achieves acceptable message delivery latency is provided. It is 
shown that network control and performance parameters are dependent on the traffic density. 
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1.1 Research Motivation  
Road crashes causing losses in lives, health and property have been occurring for 
many years. Statistics show that motor vehicle crashes represent almost 36% and 9% of the 
annual rate of unintentional death and disabling injuries, respectively in America for year 
2007, which leads to economical losses of $257.7 billion [1]. One of the major car accident 
types that contribute widely to the number of annual injuries is the multi-vehicle collision or 
so called pile-up. Pile-ups, as shown in Figure 1, are likely to occur on freeways, where 
vehicles are travelling with a high speed. If any vehicle encounters a problem, vehicles 
behind it may not have enough time to slow down for the appropriate relative speed causing, 
serial accidents. Pile-ups can vary to include couple of vehicles to more than a hundred. In 
July 2009, Germany recorded the largest pile-up in the area that involved 259 vehicles 
causing tens of injuries and estimated loss of €1.5 million [2].  
Throughout the years, many efforts have been made to deploy communication 
capabilities in vehicles and the transport infrastructure, leading to intelligent transportation 
systems (ITS) [3]. It is envisioned that wireless communication will allow both inter-vehicle 
communication (IVC) and communication between  vehicles and a fixed infrastructure (V2I),  
 
 
Figure 1. Pile-up on a freeway caused by non availabil
 
forming a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) for exchanging messages carrying both safety 
and non-safety information. Currently, many safety applications are already available on 
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quality-of-service (QoS) metrics for safety applications in VANETs. It is important to model 
the message dissemination delay along ZOR, which will help determining the system design 
parameters to satisfy the delay requirement for CCW.  
Existing mathematical models and analysis for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) 
are not valid for VANETs. Generally, message disseminating in VANETs is more 
challenging than that in MANETs, due to the high mobility level of vehicles on road, and the 
constraints imposed by road topology, movement direction, and speed limit. The high speeds 
and frequent network topology changes in VANETs affect the connectivity between nodes 
(vehicles) which can cause interruptions and require retransmissions. This research aims at 
providing a base model and analysis that take into account the effect of realistic traffic 
mobility on the message dissemination delay. 
1.2 Problem Description 
For CCW, the best routing strategy to deliver a message to all the nodes in a certain 
area is broadcasting. The simplest way to broadcast a message is to allow every receiver to 
re-broadcast, which is known as flooding. However, with an increase in the number of nodes, 
packet collisions occur and delay increases due to retransmissions. In order to overcome the 
limitations of flooding and increase the scalability of the broadcasting, only particular nodes 
are chosen to relay the message. Many techniques have been proposed in literature for 
choosing the relay nodes, one of which makes use of the clustered network infrastructure 
where the backbone, consisting of cluster heads (CHs) and gateways, is used to relay 
messages [6, 27]. 
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The main focus of this work lies in studying the effect of traffic movement and 
mobility in modeling the broadcasting delay. Conventional mobility models such as random 
way point are not suitable for our study. For VANETs, some mobility models have been 
proposed in literature, mostly for a limited traffic condition. For example, a model for sparse 
networks is considered in [7], where each vehicle is assumed to move independently of the 
others, while [8] studies the two extremes of traffic flow density (sparse and dense). Both 
studies do not include the most commonly encountered scenario in reality, which lies 
between the two extremes. In this research, we use models that account for the mobility and 
randomness for all traffic flow density levels and that match the highly dynamic nature of a 
VANET. The models are based on the traffic flow theories developed in civil engineering 
[9], which suggests different mathematical models for different traffic densities.  
1.3 Research Objectives and Contributions 
The critical importance of delay as a QoS metric in CCW requires a mathematical 
model for it that builds the base for VANET performance analysis and network design. In 
this work, we aim to study the effect of traffic flow on the message propagation from vehicle 
to vehicle. We develop a mathematical model for the total delay in emergency message 
broadcasting based on the traffic flow theories given in [9] for three traffic flow levels (high, 
medium and low). In addition, we determine the minimum cluster size as a design 
requirement for the already existing clustered infrastructure upon which the broadcasting 
algorithm works, while the cluster size is upper bounded by other applications on highway. 
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1.4 Thesis Structure 
Safety applications such as CCW are some of many applications implemented or 
proposed for VANETs. The significant impact of the type of application on the protocol 
design and communication models in VANETs drives us to discuss the various applications 
and the imposed challenges in Chapter 2. An overview of VANETs is introduced in Chapter 
2 to build the necessary background required for a reader to capture most of this research 
work. Since our study focuses on clustered VANETs, a literature survey on node clustering 
in wireless ad hoc networks is summarized.  Chapter 3 includes an overview on the traffic 
flow theories developed in civil engineering as a base of our research. We introduce our work 
in Chapter 4, which includes 1) the system model and assumptions on the vehicle movement 
patterns and the clustered infrastructure, and 2) our cluster based broadcasting delay models 
with numerical analysis and simulation results. We conclude this research in Chapter 5, with 






Overview of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks 
This chapter includes a brief background, necessary for the understanding of this 
research. We start with a discussion of different applications and challenges in VANETs. 
This is followed by a literature survey about node clustering mechanisms in both MANETs 
and VANETs as a base for some message dissemination approaches used in safety 
applications. Finally we discuss the physical channels allocated for VANETs and some of its 
characteristics.  
2.1 Vehicular Ad hoc Networks and Applications 
Many dream applications can be enabled by intelligence added to transportation 
system using wireless communications technologies. ITS applications include two types, the 
comfort applications and safety applications [10]. Comfort ones include providing the driver 
with information about weather, maps and directions, locations for nearby petrol stations and 
restaurants, and available prices. Internet access and multimedia applications can be provided 
by V2I communication. On the other hand, safety applications are crucial for ensuring level 
of safety of the driver. This includes applications such as emergency warning, lane changing 
assistance, intersection coordination, which are mostly to be provided by IVC. 
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2.1.1 Challenges in VANETs 
The ad hoc nature of VANETs, which have no fixed infrastructure, makes VANET a 
subclass of MANET. However, VANETs do not inherit all characteristics of regular 
MANETs, and possess new challenges. Most challenges are due to the nature of traffic and 
the movement scenarios of vehicles [10-12]. For example, there are five main issues in 
networking properties of VANETs, which are rapid topology changes, frequent 
fragmentation, large network scale, variable network density and the geographical addressing 
that suits VANET applications [10, 11]. Also there is a need for adaptive transmit power that 
achieves reliable and low latency transmission, and the penetration rate of the vehicular 
technology among vehicles imposes limitation on the market availability of many 
applications [13]. A careful study indicates that new challenges in VANETs are mainly due 
to the highly mobile nodes, constraints on the movement of vehicles, randomness of driver 
behavior, and the variable traffic density from time to time. 
2.2 Node Clustering in Wireless ad hoc Networks 
Different kinds of wireless ad hoc networks have immerged to support various 
applications, such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs), MANETs, and VANETs. The 
differences in nature of these networks introduce different constraints and challenges that 
need to be addressed in routing protocol design to achieve high performance. Yet, many 
applications involve a large number of nodes in these networks, thus, clustering a network 
into smaller manageable groups has served all these kinds of networks, for reducing energy 
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consumption, improving resource utilization, balancing the load, reducing redundancy, 
retransmissions and collisions, or avoiding broadcasting storm. 
2.2.1 Clustering Mechanisms 
When designing a clustering scheme, the nature of the network and the application 
imposes emphasis on a certain objective from those previously mentioned. The choice of 
cluster formation metrics, such as the number of nodes per cluster, the size of the cluster, the 
number of clusters in the network, the transmission range, the cluster head election criteria, 
and the rule of forming a cluster, should all remain under the umbrella of the main predefined 
objective. Clustering a network is done by grouping nodes into groups each having a leader 
called cluster head (CH) with other cluster members (CMs) communicating only within the 
cluster (intra-cluster communication). Some clustering techniques require a border node or a 
gateway node to help connecting clusters together. A CH collects the data from its CMs and 
communicates with other CHs and gateways (inter-cluster communication) to deliver data to 
destination. Figure 2 shows different clustering techniques, in which two neighboring CHs 
communicate either directly, via shared gateways or using gateways from both clusters.  
Partitioning the network into smaller manageable node clusters clearly supports 
scalability in all kinds of networks that have large number of nodes such as MANETs, 
WSNs, or VANETs. For WSNs, clustering can be used for increasing the life time of the 
network, either by balancing the load among nodes so as not to drain certain nodes or by 
assigning sleep schedules for CMs by CHs. For example, the S-MAC protocol uses 
clustering for scheduling sleep periods [14], while the optimal cluster size that achieves the  
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Figure 2. Types of node clustering, (a) non-overlapping, (b) common gateway used for inter cluster 
communication, (c) direct communication between adjacent CHs 
 
longest network lifetime can be determined according to the tradeoff between transmission 
range and number of CMs [15]. In MANETs, the mobility of nodes adds challenges for 
clustering in terms of frequent re-clustering and overhead of cluster maintenance message 
exchanges. The challenges are defined in [16] as clustering cost. This cost can be compared 
with the clustering profit and the system objective, which accordingly defines the 
significance of node clustering. For some MANETs, accounting for mobility in cluster 
formation is a key issue. MOBIC [17] suggests choosing a node with minimum relative 
speed from its neighbors as a CH. This CH election criterion improves cluster stability and 
reduces the frequency of re-clustering due to node mobility.  
2.2.2 Clustering in VANETs 
As in MANETs and WSNs, clustering serves as a method to increase scalability and 
help network management of dense VANETs. However, cluster formation should take into 
account VANET challenges mentioned earlier in this chapter. Cluster formation in [19] 
adopts passive clustering to reduce control overhead [16]. It classifies nodes based on “speed 
groups” [19] that increase the lifetime of a CM in a cluster. On the other hand, a position 
based clustering technique is introduced in [20] based on node priorities. Location 
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information is used to estimate the trip length of each node. Nodes with lower speeds and 
longer trips have higher priority and thus higher potential to become CHs. A multi-channel 
MAC protocol is proposed in [21], which supports both safety and comfort applications and 
allocates a channel for each of the approaches. A cluster in [21] is formed from vehicles 
moving with similar speeds and moving patterns. Clustering in [22], CASCADE, aims to 
provide vehicles with an accurate view of the traffic condition ahead. The local view of each 
node consists of the nodes that lie within its transmission range. CASCADE allows this to 
extend using a packet received from the CH, which consists of aggregated local views of 
other nodes in the cluster. 
2.3 Message Dissemination in VANETs 
Routing protocols for vehicular networks aim to provide on-road connectivity 
between vehicles via efficient IVC or Internet access to vehicles via reliable V2I 
communications. Because of the availability of the Global Positioning Service (GPS) in most 
vehicles, most routing techniques used for VANETs are position based routing [23]. Some of 
position based protocols are presented in [23]. The application oriented nature of VANETs 
suggests different routing protocols for urban and freeway scenarios. Examples for urban city 
routing protocols include anchor-based street and traffic aware routing (A-STAR) and 
geographic source routing (GSR). An example for freeway routing protocols is the greedy 
perimeter stateless routing (GPSR). 
In VANETs, most applications broadcast messages when nodes need to know the 
situation of other vehicles, or in order to inform other vehicles of urgent situations ahead. A 
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broadcasting mechanism is defined by the method of choosing the next node that will 
rebroadcast the message, so called relay node. Broadcasting techniques in MANETs have 
been studied in [24], and have been categorized according to the forwarding method into the 
following five groups, 
• Simple flooding: every receiving node rebroadcasts; 
• Probability based methods: a receiving node rebroadcasts according to a 
predetermined probability; 
• Area based methods: a receiving node will rebroadcast if it will cover a new sufficient 
coverage area; 
• Neighbor knowledge methods: a receiving node will rebroadcast based on certain 
neighboring information. 
Because of a large number of nodes in VANETs, flooding is not an efficient method. 
Thus, rebroadcasting should be minimized as much as possible to avoid multiple copies, 
collisions and retransmissions in order to increase bandwidth utilization but, at the same 
time, ensure the reception of message to every node in ZOR with a minimum delay. For a 
two-way highway collision warning shown in Figure 3, a position based broadcast routing 
protocol called inter-vehicle geocast (IVG) is proposed [25], in which ZOR is defined to be 
vehicles behind the accident in the same driving direction of accident, and in front of the 
crashed vehicle in the opposite driving direction. IVG uses the concept of a dynamic relay 
node which needs to wait for a defer time in every stage before rebroadcasting. The time 
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threshold reduces for further nodes, which makes nodes wait before relaying message which 
might not suit hard delay constraints of CCW. 
One method to reduce broadcast redundancy is cluster based broadcasting, where 
only gateways and CHs rebroadcast messages in order to improve scalability of the routing 
protocol and reduce packet collisions. This concept is sometimes used for location discovery 
process [26]. Cluster based broadcasting is used in BROADCOMM with enhanced message 
prioritization done by CH [27]. When a CH has more than one message to forward, it decides 
which message to be sent first. The cluster formation in BROADCOMM is geographical 
based, which divides the highway into equal cells with length equal to the transmission 
range.  In BROADCOMM, the CH is chosen to be the one closest to the geographical center 
of the cluster. Clustering in VANETs should consider the high mobility of vehicles and aim 
to produce stable clusters. 
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Figure 4. Emergency message dissemination in BROADCOMM [27], with the highway being partitioned into 
equal sized clusters 
2.4 The Communication Channel  
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) is a specifically dedicated frequency 
spectrum for VANETs. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 
75MHz of spectrum for DSRC in the 5.9GHz band in the US to be used by ITS for both V2V 
and V2I communications. DSRC system works upon a modified version of IEEE 802.11 
[28], which is of class “p” and called Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE). 
WAVE was developed because of the connection establishment delays in IEEE802.11 MAC 
that follows the three-way transmission (RTS/CTS/Data/ACK). This type of connection 
delays is not appropriate for VANET application and hence IEEE802.11p has enhancements 
that supports ITS. The DSRC has seven 10MHz channels, one channel being a control 
channel (CCH) restricted for the use of safety transmissions only, while the rest being service 
channels (SCHs) and can be used for both safety and non safety transmissions, as shown in 
Figure 5.  
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Overview of Traffic Flow Theories 
This chapter provides an overview of the traffic flow theories established in civil 
engineering. We start by defining some terminologies and characteristics that identify a 
traffic flow. After that we describe in details the mathematical models characterizing traffic 
flow for different traffic conditions. This background establishes the base for this research as 
it is adopted to describe the movement of vehicles in the network.  
3.1 Traffic Flow Conditions and Characteristics  
Civil engineering research has contributed widely in fundamentals of traffic flow 
theories. It develops mathematical models that describe the behavior of vehicle traffic under 
different scenarios. The scenarios include vehicle passing (maneuvering), group vehicle 
travelling (platooning), car following, free-driving, shortest-path-based trip planning, signal 
stopping or intersection passing. Civil engineering studies also include traffic flow modeling 
for different types of roads in term of freeway, highway, single lane, multiple lane, or urban 
city roads. Traffic flow analytical techniques are provided in [9] and proven by measured 
data collected from real traffic scenarios under real conditions.  
Before concluding to the models developed in [9], it is important to define traffic 
flow characteristics that will be modeled and the parameters and terms used in the modeling.  
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3.1.1 Design Parameters 
One of the important parameters that define the traffic flow condition is the traffic 
flow rate (or traffic volume) which is the number of vehicles passing a certain point in a 
given period of time, usually expressed as hourly flow rate. The hourly flow rate is assumed 
to be known for the designer and thus need not to be calculated, which is the reason behind 
calling it design flow rate (DFR). Another important parameter that should be introduced is 
the capacity of a given roadway, c, which is defined as “the maximum hourly rate at which 
persons or vehicles can reasonably be expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a 
lane or roadway during a given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control 
conditions” [9]. For uninterrupted traffic applications, such as a freeway with no on-ramps or 
off-ramps, and under ideal traffic conditions, the capacity cj of freeways with design speeds 
of 60 or 70 mile per hour (mph) is 2000 vehicles per hour per lane (veh/hr/lane).  The ideal 
conditions represent 12-foot lanes with adequate lateral clearances with buses, trucks and 
recreational vehicles excluded from the traffic stream assuming weekday or commuter 
traffic. However, when ideal cases are not satisfied, the capacity reduces to 
      (3.1) 
where N is the number of lanes of the freeway, and fw, fHV and fp, represent  the per lane 
width, heavy vehicle and driver population factors, respectively. Given the traffic volume 
and the design capacity of a highway, one can calculate the ratio of the traffic volume to the 
capacity, the corresponding traffic flow condition, and the level of quality of service 
provided for the vehicles on road. The limits will be used in classifying which mathematical 
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model for traffic characteristics to be used for given design parameters as listed in Table 1 
[9]. 
Another way to identify the flow conditions is from a given traffic density D, which is 
known as the number of vehicles occupying a length of the roadway and is equal to the 
arrival rate s in terms of distance. There are some techniques used for calculating the 
density, such as photography techniques, input-output counts, speed-flow calculations, and 




       (3.2) 
where V is the traffic volume measured in vehicle per hour (veh/hr) and the density is 
measured in vehicle per mile per lane (veh/ml/lane), and   represents the space mean speed 
in mph. The traffic flow conditions corresponding to each density level are classified in 
Table 2  [9]. 
 
Table 1. Levels of service for basic freeway sections under ideal conditions and 70mpr design speed [9] 
Level of 
service 







A Free 0.35 700 60 12 
B Stable 0.54 1100 57 20 
C Stable 0.77 1550 54 30 
D High Density 0.93 1850 46 40 
E Near Capacity 1.00 2000 30 67 
F Breakdown unstable unstable <30 >67 
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0-12 A Free-flow operations  
Uncongested flow conditions 12-20 B Reasonable free-flow operations 
20-30 C Stable operations 
30-42 D Borders on unstable operations 
42-67 E Extremely unstable flow operations Near-capacity flow conditions 
67-100 F Forced or breakdown operations Congested flow conditions 
>100 Incident situation operations 
 
3.1.2 Traffic Flow Characteristics 
One of the elements that characterize a traffic flow is the elapsed time of the passage 
of identical points on two consecutive vehicles, which is called time headway T. Time 
headway is also the combination of the occupancy time for the physical vehicle to pass the 
observation point and the time gap between the rear of the lead vehicle and the front of the 
following vehicle. Hence the traffic volume is related to the average time headway  in 




.     (3.3) 
Following the same terminology, distance headway S is a major characteristic that defines a 
traffic flow. Distance headway is the distance between identical points on two consecutive 
vehicles and it represents the addition of the lead vehicle’s length together with the distance 
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gap between the rear of the leading vehicle and the front of the following vehicle. Similar to 




.     (3.4) 
Another traffic characteristic is the traffic flow, which represents the traffic load on 
the roadway and the interaction between these loadings. The capacity described earlier helps 
in determining the performance of the current traffic load. The traffic flow should not be 
confused with the parameter Traffic Volume or Traffic Flow Rate, described earlier which 
represent the average of the traffic flow, while the latter is a random variable and changes 
with temporal, special, and modal variations of the vehicle flow.  
3.2 Traffic Flow Models  
The traffic flow models developed in [9] are summarized in this subsection. The 
results in [9] show that the traffic flow characteristic model depends highly on the traffic 
flow condition, due to the restriction invoked by the level of interaction between nearby 
vehicles. For example, for a very low traffic density, the interaction between vehicles is 
almost negligible. As a result, vehicles move independently and enjoy a maximum level of 
service (i.e., service level A or B as given in Table 1). As the traffic flow density increases, 
the interactions between vehicles increase, eliminating the free flow state. Finally when the 
traffic flow density approaches the road capacity, the interactions further increase, which 
eliminates randomness in the movement of vehicles and leads to almost steady movement 
with deterministic traffic characteristic values governed by car following models. 
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3.2.1 Low Density  
For low traffic density, the interactions between vehicles are very low and almost 
negligible. Thus, it is realistic to assume completely independent movement from vehicle to 
vehicle. It is found that the arrival process of vehicles to a highway can be modeled as a 
Poisson process with an arrival rate t [9]. Hence, the probability that n vehicles arrive in a 
time period t can be calculated using  
 	)*  +,  )-.,++/ 01.-      (3.5) 
where X  is the number of vehicles arriving to a highway in a time interval x. As for the time 
headway distribution, it is described in [9] as an exponential distribution of parameter ( 23) 
with probability density function (PDF) $).,  04235 . 6 7.  The PDF allows the time 
headway to go to zero and actually give it the highest relative likelihood of occurrence, 
which is not realistic. To avoid this drawback, the time is shifted with the minimum 
allowable time headway , resulting in the PDF given by 
$).,  8 0
423)49,5 . 6 :
75. ; :<.    (3.6) 
The velocity of the vehicles moving in a low density is assumed to be constant on average. 
Hence, the distance headway distribution can follow the same distribution as that for the time 
headway and thus be shifted exponential with parameter ) 2=, with PDF  
(),  80
42=)4>,5  6 ?
75 ; ?<    (3.7) 
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where  here corresponds to the minimum allowable distance for the vehicle movements to 
be independent. The average distance headway is   
2=
@ ?A   
 
3.2.2 High Density 
When the traffic volume exceeds the road capacity and roadway becomes congested, 
the traffic flow rate becomes almost constant everywhere. Hence, the traffic flow can be 
calculated by multiplying the traffic volume by the time. As a matter of fact all traffic 
characteristics are approximately constant when the traffic is congested, yet it is suggested to 
model the time headway with a truncated normal probability distribution in order to account 
for driver errors while attempting to keep a constant time headway [9]. Thus, the PDF of the 
time headway for high dense traffic is given by 





IJI 5 K 6 :     (3.8) 
Given a certain V value, the mean time headway can be calculated. The standard deviation  
can be calculated from the minimum time headway :by 
 L  $49& .      (3.9) 
Since T is lower bounded by :, the normalization factor  is equal to M 1 NO94$D P, where (.) 
is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution. For the 
distance headway, it is clear that, in a congested traffic flow, vehicle movement is 
constrained by the movement of the lead vehicle, so that the following vehicle attempts to 
maintain a safe distance according to car following models [9]. This is done when the 
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following vehicle accelerates or decelerates according to the changes of speed of the lead 
vehicle. However, the velocity of an individual vehicle velocity is random and difficult to 
model. Although velocity change models are presented for many scenarios (e.g. car 
maneuver, passing intersection, stopping on a traffic light, etc) [9], it is not clear how often 
each of the scenarios occurs for a vehicle during its trip on a highway.   
3.2.3 Intermediate Density 
The intermediate state is the most difficult to analyze since it cannot be considered as 
pure random or pure deterministic (constant). In this case, some vehicles tend to drive freely 
with a high QoS level, while others tend to drive in platoons governed by car following 
models. For simplicity, we will assume that the arrival process is Poisson as given in (3.5). 
To find the probability distribution of the time headway, a generalized model is suggested in 
[9] based on Pearson type III probability distribution and a composite model which combines 
platoons and free driving. Let the fraction of vehicles traveling in platoons be PP and the 
fraction of vehicles driving not in platoons be PNP. We have PP + PNP =1. The PDF of the 










042ST)4U,5   (3.10) 
 
where 
 is the average time headway for vehicles travelling not in platoons,  is the 
average time headway for vehicles travelling in platoons, 
 and  are the standard 
deviation for vehicles not in platoons and those travelling in platoons, respectively. To 
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calculate parameters PP, NP, and   three independent parameters , L and  should be 











       (3.12) 
  	 @ 	

       (3.13) 
Table 3 summarizes the mathematical modeling. In this work, we assume that the velocity is 
normally distributed for high and intermediate traffic flow conditions, with a range of 
allowable values for each flow condition. Since vehicles enjoy a maximum level of service in 
a low traffic density, we assume that vehicles drive with a constant velocity equal to the 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Modeling and Analysis for Cluster based Emergency 
Broadcasting Delay 
This chapter presents a novel approach to investigate the broadcasting delay for 
emergency message dissemination and provides mathematical models for it. The 
broadcasting scheme under investigation is cluster based, where only the backbone of the 
clustered infrastructure, consisting of CHs and gateways, is responsible of relaying the safety 
messages. The clustered infrastructure is assumed to be already existing when an emergency 
happens and is already in use by some other application, such as medium access control 
(MAC), scheduling, or providing scalability. The vehicle movement is governed by the 
mathematical models described in  Chapter 3. This chapter is organized as follows: in section 
4.1, the system model under study and assumptions made for this research are described, the 
models considered for the movement of vehicles are then summarized, and finally the 
clustered infrastructure assumed is described. Section 4.2 provides detailed description of the 
broadcasting procedure, while section 4.3 discusses the models for the three traffic flow 
states. Finally, section 4.4 presents numerical results and analysis supported with simulation 
results and discussions.  
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4.1 System Model 
Consider a VANET for a three-lane highway in one direction. For uninterrupted 
traffic applications, such as a freeway with no on-ramps or off-ramps, it is reasonable to 
assume ideal conditions and hence the capacity of highways with design speeds of 60 – 70 
mph is 2000 vehicles per mile per lane (veh/ml/lane). Vehicles enter the system according to 
a Poisson process in terms of distance with an arrival rate s equal to the traffic flow density. 
We assume that the traffic flow density is split equally among the lanes and that the traffic 
flow model is not affected by the incident during message broadcasting. The density 
determines the traffic flow state and the speed limits according to Table 1 [9]. We assume 
that the subsection of highway is far enough from any on-ramps or off-ramps so that the 
speeds of the vehicles are in a steady state.  
We consider all ranges of traffic flow densities representing sparse, intermediate, and 
congested traffic conditions as described in details in section 4.2. All vehicles are equipped 
with GPS receivers and with same radio capabilities. As described in  Chapter 2, IVC is 
allowed through a single channel, one of the seven channels specified in the DSRC. The 
DSRC channel supports a high data rate of 6-27 Mbps with a transmission range up to 3280 
feet (ft). Normally, safety messages require only a low bandwidth and have a size of 
hundreds of bytes (e.g. 200-500 bytes). Figure 6 illustrates the VANET under consideration, 
where the message dissemination direction opposes the traffic flow direction.  
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Figure 6. An illustration of the VANET under consideration 
 
4.1.1 Vehicle Mobility Models 
In this work, we are more interested in the distance headway distribution, and the 
spatial distribution of vehicles along the road other than their time distribution. For a low 
traffic density, since the vehicles enjoy maximum level of service and maximum speed 
limits, it is reasonable to assume that vehicles move at constant velocity and do not interact 
with each other. Hence, the arrival process of vehicles to the highway can be modeled as a 
Poisson process with an arrival rate)`,, which is equal to the traffic density, and is split 
equally among the lanes. Assuming that each lane is modeled similarly to the combined 
highway, the probability that there are n vehicles in a road section of length - per lane is 
given by 
	)  +,  )W2=,
X
Y/
042=W.           (4.1) 
The inter-vehicle spacing for a low traffic density, as mentioned in  Chapter 3, follows 
exponential distribution with a PDF given by (3.7). As for a dense highway, approximately 
constant distance between adjacent vehicles is assumed [9]. Inspired from the time headway 
distribution for high density given in (3.8) and discussed in  Chapter 3, we model the distance 
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headway by a truncated normal distribution, where the randomness accounts for the driving 







IJI 5  6 ?   (4.2) 
where  is the mean distance headway, which is the reciprocal of the density,  is the 
minimum distance headway allowed for safety reasons, and  is the standard deviation and 
calculated from L  V4>
&
. Since S is lower bounded by , the constant 	 in the truncated 
normal distribution is equal to M 1 NO>4VD P where (.) is the CDF of the standard normal 
distribution. For intermediate traffic flow densities, we use the composite distribution model 
as discussed in  Chapter 3 and (3.14) is re-written as  
 (),  	 B&CD 04)=FR,IIJI @ 	
042=)4>,5            (4.3) 
where the fraction  	 can be considered as the ratio of the highway traffic density to the 
density threshold above which all vehicles are assumed to be in platoons [9] .  
4.1.2 Cluster infrastructure 
For a VANET with a large number of vehicles (nodes), node clustering is an efficient 
approach to achieve scalability and stability in network control and operation. Here, we 
assume that node clustering is in place for other network services and applications, and 
explore the clustered network infrastructure for disseminating emergency messages. There  
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Figure 7. Cluster formation process and gateways (GWi and GWo) selection 
 
are different ways of node clustering as shown in Figure 2. To minimize the number of 
clusters that covers the highway, we choose to have non-overlapping clusters. Non-
overlapping clusters, shown in Figure 2 (a), fit the nature of VANETs which makes 
overlapping clusters impossible because of some empty sections.  
Vehicles on highway are initially clustered by a cluster formation request (CFR) 
message from an arbitrary node. Since middle lane vehicles have the least relative speed on 
average with vehicles on the other lanes, CHs are chosen from middle lane nodes. Hence, 
only middle lane receivers of the CFR message compete for the CH position, and the source 
of CFR message announces the CH winner based on the first reply received.  The borders of 
a cluster is limited by the transmission range of the CH, creating single-hop non-overlapping 
clusters as shown in Figure 2 (a). Thus CMs are those nodes that lie within the transmission 
range of the CH. 
Communication between non-overlapping clusters requires gateways, which are 
elected from nodes closest to the cluster borders and preferably on the middle lane. A 
gateway selection procedure is described in [29]. By avoiding cluster overlapping and 
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maximizing the coverage area of a cluster, the required number of clusters is minimized. The 
winner gateway (GWo) selects a gateway (GWi) for the next cluster, and the newly selected 
gateway (GWi) chooses the most distant node within its transmission range to be the CH of 
the next cluster, as illustrated in Figure 7. This process repeats until the whole highway is 
clustered. It is obvious that the clusters move with the movement of CHs. Each CH keeps a 
table list of all its CMs, while CMs can leave and enter a cluster without imposing any re-
clustering process. 
4.2 Cluster Broadcast Procedure  
A fully clustered VANET is shown in Figure 8, where node A represents a source 
node that initiates an emergency message to be transmitted to every node in the ZOR in a 
direction opposing the traffic flow as shown in Figure 3. Node B represents the last vehicle in 
the ZOR. Initially, to calculate the total broadcasting delay TD, we assume that the network is 
static. Hence, the total delay TDS for a message broadcasted from source A to reach node B 
with a static infrastructure is given by 
b(  @  @ ) 1 M,)  @  ,,   (4.4) 
where  is the number of clusters in ZOR,  is the broadcast transmission delay of safety 
message from the source node to its CH, is the CH broadcast delay to its CM,   and   are the delays of the inter-cluster broadcast from gateway GWo  to gateway GWi and 
the intra-cluster broadcast from GWi to its CH, respectively. The calculation of TD in (4.4) 
shows clearly how an increase in the cluster size reduces the total delay by reducing 
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Figure 8.  Emergency broadcasting from a source node A through the backbone of the clustered infrastructure 
till the last node in ZOR 
 
the number of clusters. This calculation is based on a static network infrastructure which is 
not suitable for highly dynamic VANETs. To make the calculations more practical, it is 
important to consider mobility and random behaviors of vehicles on road. Figure 9 shows a 
flow chart of the proposed broadcasting procedure which consists of three stages.  
In the first stage, the safety message is with the CH, which will rebroadcast the 
message directly if its gateway GWo is available, this event is denoted by GA; otherwise 
denoted by GNA, a gateway re-election process is initiated with a total time of TE. Note that a 
CH will broadcast directly after gateway re-election, since checking step is not required for a 
newly elected gateway. Thus, the average CH broadcast delay is  
cde  cdfghe	)gh, @ cdfg
he	)g
h, 
 	)gh, @) @ i,	)g
h,5                 (4.5) 
where P(x) denotes the probability of an event x  .After the CH broadcasts, the gateway GWo 
has a copy of the safety message and the second stage begins.  
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Figure 9. Mobility aware cluster-based broadcasting procedure 
 
Before rebroadcasting the message, the gateway GWo checks for its connection with the 
gateway (GWi) of the next cluster. The connection is denoted by Co,i. Given that GWo is 
disconnected from GWi, an event denoted by Do,i, one of the following three events occurs: 
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1) Event Mo - GWo has moved closer to its CH;  
2) Event Mi - GWi has moved closer to its CH; 
3) Event Cg - The two clusters are segregated. 
Re-election of the gateway GWo as in stage one will solve the problem in case 1). In case 2), 
the gateway GWo needs to periodically check for the gateway GWi and waits for a maximal 
period of the cluster maintenance time denoted by TP. In case 3), the broadcasting halts for a 
healing time denoted by TH. Hence, the average rebroadcasting delay at the gateway GWo 
can be calculated by  
cd e   	\j5] @ d)  @ ,	\jk] @ )  @ i,	)l, 
@)  @ ,	)l,e	\5]A                    (4.6) 
Since the healing time is dependent on the actual catching up of vehicles to the leading ones 
[7], an upper bound is used for TH to meet the total latency requirement. When such a 
threshold is exceeded, implying no need for safety message to disseminate further, the 
broadcasting stops. 
 The third stage starts after the safety message arrives at the gateway GWi. The 
gateway may be disconnected from its CH due to relative mobility between them. Hence, 
gateway GWi needs to wait for at most TP before it relays the message to the new gateway 
which relays it at once to the CH, with a total delay given by  
cd e   	)gh, @ )Z  @ ,	)g
h,A      (4.7) 
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Note that it is unlikely to have cluster segregation, since it corresponds to a half empty 
cluster with only gateway. Hence, this case is neglected in this study. Substituting (4.5)-(4.7) 
in (4.4), we have an expression of the total broadcasting delay of an emergency message as a 
function of the number of clusters on a highway. Taking account of the randomness in the 
mobility, the total broadcasting delay TDR is given by 
bm  @ \	)gh, @) @ i,	)g
h,] @ 
   @) 1 M,) 	\j5] @ d)  @ ,	\jk] 
          @)  @ i,	)l, @ )  @ ,	)l,e	\5] 
      @ 	)gh, @ )Z  @ ,	)g
h,,A               (4.8) 
4.3 Cluster Broadcast Delay Models 
In (4.8), the probability terms depend on the mathematical models of the traffic flow 
density. Hence, the delay is modeled differently based on the three categories of the traffic 
flow density.  In the case of a high density, it is highly likely that there are always 
neighboring nodes available for connection due to small distance headways. Hence, the total 
broadcasting delay for a high traffic density can be approximated by TDS. With a low traffic 
density, the mathematical distributions (3.7) and (4.1) can be used to calculate the probability 
terms. For example, in the first stage of message broadcasting, the probability of gateway 
GWo being available is the probability that the distance L between the CH and GWo is less 
than the transmission range R. Since the inter-vehicle spacing is exponentially distributed, L 
follows a gamma distribution with a CDF given by  
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no)p,  M 1 q )2=)r4s,,t/ 042=)r4s,u4v# ,   (4.9) 
where k is the number of nodes between CH and GWo, with the average of k be w 1 Z 
from (4.1). As for the probability of the event Co,i, we can obtain it based on the distance 
headway distribution (3.7). Equation (4.1) can be used to find the probability of the event Cg, 
which corresponds to having an empty road section with length R. Finally, the probability 
that a gateway moves closer to its CH (i.e., event Mo and Mi), with link disconnection, is the 
probability that it is no longer located at the cluster border. We consider this event happens 
when the gateway is in the closer half of R to its CH and calculate the probability based on 
(4.9). Substituting the probability calculations summarized in Table 4 in (4.8),the total 
broadcasting delay TDL for a low traffic flow density can be found by 
br  @  x @i y \)w1s,]z/ 042=)m4s,
m2=4!
v# { 
@) 1 M,) \M 1 042=)m4s,] @ d)  @ ,04!2=m       





    @  ~M 1 q \2=)m4s,]t/ 042=)m4s,m2=4!v#    
@)Z @,q \2=)m4s,]t/ 042=)m4s,m2=4!v# ,A        (4.10) 
From (4.4) and (4.10), the total broadcasting delay TDI for an intermediate traffic flow density 
is given by 
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b 	
br @ 	b(A    (4.11) 
Table 4. List of the probability values required for modeling 
 
4.4 Numerical Analysis and Simulation Results 
This section presents numerical analysis and simulation results for the broadcasting 
delay based on the mathematical model described earlier.  We consider an emergency 
message with a size of 500 bytes for broadcasting to all the vehicles in ZOR of 15.5 miles 
behind the source vehicle. The message is transmitted at a rate of 6Mbps with an equal single 
hop-broadcast transmission delay of 0.666ms for T1st, TCH, TGWi, and TGWo in both simulations 
Probabi
lity Low density 
High 
density Intermediate Density 
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and analysis. Since a gateway election process [29] involves sending a request and an 
announcement message, we set o to be 1ms and the cluster maintenance time period to 
be 4ms. The number of clusters partitioning the ZOR is   %A%&m .  In a low traffic density 
condition, it is possible to have significant inter-cluster spacing, which is assumed to follow a 
uniform distribution on [0, R]. As a result,  has a probability mass function of 	
) 
+,  %A%mYI with an average of  + &! )%A%m ,. 
For a low density, the distance headway should be kept large enough to guarantee a 
minimum service level that supports free driving. Hence,  is calculated from the maximum 
density in the low flow condition region and found to be 132ft. Reference [9] provides 
detailed investigation for the average time headway under which all vehicles are considered 
in platoons. The corresponding traffic volume threshold is 2400veh/hr. Under the assumption 
that all vehicles in a high traffic flow region move in platoons, the density threshold  is 
67veh/ml/lane from  
Table 2. We neglect the cluster segregation since detailed analysis for such a case is 
provided in [7].  Figure 10 plots the analytical results for total broadcasting delay as a 
function of the transmission range R for the traffic flow density of 10, 20, 50 and 80 
veh/ml/lane. As the transmission range increases, the number of clusters in ZOR decreases, 
resulting in a decrease in the total delay.  On the other hand, a lower traffic density results in 
a larger delay. This is due to more likely disconnections between a CH and its  
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Figure 10. The total broadcasting delay versus cluster size (represented by transmission range) for different 
traffic flow densities (10, 20, 50, and 80 veh/ml/lane) 
 
gateway and that between neighboring gateways. It is observed that an increase in the cluster 
size for high and intermediate traffic densities does not change the delay greatly. In fact, the 
curve for high densities in Figure 10 reach saturation much faster (i.e., at a smaller R) than 
that for low densities, due to less likely disconnections for a higher density, and hence a 
smaller delay. It should be mentioned that the curves for analytical results in Figure 10 are 
fitted to a 6th order polynomial. Also, in (4.9), as the transmission range changes, the number 
of nodes between the CH and its gateway changes, which changes the number of summed 
exponential terms. As a result, the total delay fluctuates on a small scale with the 
transmission range. 
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Figure 11. The lower bound cluster size versus traffic flow density for the three traffic flow states 
 
Figure 11 shows the minimum transmission range versus the traffic flow density, in 
order to satisfy a message broadcasting delay of 200ms. As the traffic density increases, the 
transmission range can be reduced while meeting the delay requirement.  The gap shown in 
Figure 11 which results from using different equations is due to the effect of Pp. It is noted 
that the range changes sharply at a very low density (<10veh/ml/lane). However, such a low 
density is not the focus of this work, since clustering targets high node density networks, 
while simple flooding is more suitable for a very low node density situation. Figure 12 plots 
the total broadcasting delay versus traffic flow density for several transmission ranges. As the 
density increases, the total delay decreases for the same transmission range. However, as the  
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Figure 12. Total broadcasting delay versus traffic flow density for different transmission ranges (330, 660, 
2300, and 3300 ft) 
 
density increases to a certain threshold, the delay remains almost constant with a further 
increase in the density. This density threshold decreases as R increases, due to higher chances 
of node connections. The gaps between the curves in Figure 12 represent the delay reduction 
gained by increasing R. Note that this gain reduces as the transmission range increases. For 
example, increasing R from 2300 ft to 3300 ft does not give any significant impact on 
reducing the delay. This shows the importance of determining the design parameter R. 
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4.4.1 Simulation Results 
Simulations are carried out for performance evaluations and model verifications. As 
the nature of VANETs makes it difficult to test the models and analysis in a real networking 
environment because of several reasons such as the high cost of setting up a test bed of the 
outdoor environment, difficulty in deploying many vehicles, and the complexity of 
implementing all possible environmental situations. As a result we resort computer 
simulation for performance evaluations.  
  Despite recent research attention on VANETs, few VANET-specific simulators have 
been proposed in literature [30, 31]. The reason that not much efforts have been paid to 
develop a complete VANET-specific simulator is the application specific nature of VANETs. 
It is difficult to cover all possible application and traffic scenarios. Hence, a possible way is 
to use already existing network simulators and integrate the node movement scenario and 
network setup to mimic the behavior of vehicles on the road environment under study. As 
mentioned earlier, MANET mobility models are not valid for VANETs and hence 
researchers have put a great effort to create realistic mobility models that can be plugged into 
MANET simulators. 
 Many VANET traffic generators have been proposed [34-37], however the mobility 
scenarios are based on some particular mathematical model, or some pre-chosen speed range 
and pattern. To ensure the closeness of vehicle movements to real traffic scenarios, we use 
real highway data sets provided by Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) online database 
[36], “ U.S Highway 101”  and “ new I-80” , to obtain mobility samples for both intermediate 
and high density. The data sets are available for relatively short sections (~2000 ft) but for a 
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very long time interval (45 minutes). To cover the broadcasting zone, we build the samples 
by combining the data from different time intervals to construct scenarios for 15.5 miles. The 
data sets are collected from seven lane highways, and we choose one of three consecutive 
lane combinations (lanes 1, 2 and 3 or lanes 2, 3 and 4). For consistency, any vehicle 
switches outside of those three lanes is excluded from our samples. Also, we avoid using lane 
5 as it includes vehicles arriving from the on-ramp “ lane 6”  and the off-ramp “ lane 7” . For a 
low traffic density, because of the lack of highway measurement data, we generate random 
mobility scenarios in simulation. The low density samples have shifted exponential gaps as 
specified in (3.7) and constant speeds (50, 62 and 75 mph) for the right lane, middle lane, and 
left lane, respectively. We conduct our simulations using ns-2 [35]. Initially, we modify the 
distributed clustering algorithm (DCA) [13] to represent the clustered infrastructure assumed 
in the system model.  
The clustering algorithm is used only for constructing the initial clustered 
infrastructure. The resulting backbone is used as an input to the broadcasting scheme. On the 
other hand, any cluster maintenance such as re-election of gateways is implemented in the 
broadcasting scheme itself. Simulations are carried out without any cluster segregation. Since 
cluster segregations are more likely to occur for a low traffic density and/or for small 
transmission ranges, no simulation results are obtained for such scenarios. However, to 
evaluate the proposed model for a low traffic density, Error! Reference source not found. 
shows clearly how close the simulation results to the analytical results obtained using our 
model. To avoid cluster segregation, simulations for this traffic flow density could only be 
performed for a  
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Figure 13 Comparison between simulation results and numerical values for the total broadcasting delay versus 
cluster size (represented by transmission range) for a density of 30 veh/ml/lane 
 
 
transmission range of more than 460 feet. Hence, we plot the fitted values to a 6th order 
polynomial and note the closeness to the numerical values.  
Simulation results are shown as discrete points in Figures 10, 11 and 12 as well, 
which verify clearly the accuracy of our proposed model. It is also noticeable that the errors 
in the results are sometimes random while they follow certain pattern in other parts of the 
plots.  The variance, in the pattern of errors, goes back to the difference in the type of traffic 
data used to represent the mobility of nodes. Notice the errors are somehow random when 


































Chapter 4. Modeling and Analysis for Emergency Cluster based Broadcasting Delay 
using real highway data while they tend to follow a certain pattern when using generated 
data, which is expected.  
During simulations, we calculate the number of re-elections that occur because of 
disconnections in the clustering backbone. It is noted that the number of re-elections increase 
as the transmission range reduce for the same density. Also the likelihood of re-elections 







Conclusions and Future Work  
5.1 Conclusions 
Reliable and fast transmission of safety messages among vehicles moving in an ad 
hoc manner has been the focus of ITS for some years now. How fast should a message be 
delivered to each vehicle in the danger zoon? Are the communication protocol parameters set 
to adhere to the delay requirements? This research is a step from a certain perspective 
towards providing answers for those questions. 
This research is concerned with two aspects in VANETs. The first is modeling, where 
we present a mobility-aware mathematical model for broadcasting delay of emergency 
messages in cluster based VANETs. This is achieved by utilizing highway traffic models 
developed in civil engineering which provide a basis for analyzing communication delays. 
Since the traffic flow density plays a key role in the traffic modeling, we derive expressions 
for the broadcasting delay based on three (low, intermediate, and high) traffic density 
regions.  
The second aspect is the study of delay for emergency messaging in VANETs. We 
investigate the effect of traffic flow density and node transmission range on the total 
broadcasting delay. The results of investigation show that the network control and 
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performance parameters are dependent on the traffic density. In addition, the minimum 
cluster size that achieves acceptable message delivery latency has been investigated. It is 
shown that communication protocol parameters should be a function of traffic density level. 
NS2 simulations, based on data collected from real highways, are conducted to verify the 
proposed model.  
5.2 Future Work 
This research provides an elemental framework for emergency messaging delay in 
VANETs. There are many open areas and issues that should be studied. The following are 
potential future research directions: 
• The main focus of this research is modeling broadcasting delay for any ZOR length 
and investigating it for a particular ZOR. In reality, knowing the delay requirement 
for every vehicle depends on two factors, the gap length to the leading vehicle and 
vehicle location from the incident vehicle. Larger gaps means more time for 
vehicles to react in order to avoid an incident ahead. The location of the vehicle 
from the source node, decides the number of hops a safety message propagates to 
reach the vehicle. As the message propagates, the accumulated reaction time of the 
drivers would cause that the last vehicle to have less time to react [5]. It would be 
quite interesting and beneficial to determine the relation between the delay 
requirement and the distance from the source node in terms of number of hops. 
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• It should be useful to study the effect of driver behaviors and lane changes on the 
message propagation. Some studies have been conducted in civil engineering to 
model lane changing and driver’s aggressiveness [38]. Those valuable studies can be 
used as a base for this approach. 
• In this research, we consider a given constant ZOR in our broadcasting delay 
investigation. In reality some several kilometer pile-ups have indeed occurred [2]. It 
would be interesting to determine the size of ZOR for emergency message 
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